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Halloween
Mondays: Metallic
& Shimmer Scary

Cute Card

ard Measurements:  

Smoky Slate cs card base - 8 1/2" x 5 1/2" scored at 4 1/4".  

Metallic & Shimmer Specialty Paper window panel - 4" x 5 1/4" with a window

frame die out of the center with the Fabulous Frames dies plus two 1/2" x 5 1/4"

strips.  

Basic Black cs frame - die cut with the Fabulous Frame dies.  

Basic Black cs tree scene -3" x 4" die cut with the Grove dies.  

Silver Foil Specialty Pack moon - die cut with the Scary Silhouette dies.  

Basic Black cs bats - die cut with the Scary Silhouette dies.  

Basic White cs trick-or-treaters - fussy cut with paper snips.  

Basic White cs inside panel - 3 7/8" x 5 1/8"  

cs = cardstock  

Supplies needed:
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Scary Cute Cling Stamp Set (English)

[159850] $22.00

Scary Cute Bundle (English) [159852]

$41.25

Tuxedo Black Memento Ink Pad

[132708] $6.00

Clear Wink Of Stella Glitter Brush

[141897] $8.00

Metallic & Shimmer 6" X 6" (15.2 X 15.2

Cm) Specialty Paper [159909] $5.00

Smoky Slate 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

[131202] $9.25

Basic Black 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

[121045] $9.25

Basic White 8 1/2" X 11" Cardstock

[159276] $10.25

Silver Foil 12" X 12" (30.5 X 30.5 Cm)

Specialty Pack [163096] $10.00

Silver Foil 12" X 12" (30.5 X 30.5 Cm)

Specialty Pack [156457] $10.00

Stamparatus [146276] $49.00

Stampin' Cut & Emboss Machine

[149653] $125.00

Fabulous Frames Dies [159163] $31.00

Grove Dies [157844] $39.00

Scary Silhouettes Dies [159851] $24.00

Best Label Punch [158885] $14.00

Paper Trimmer [152392] $25.00

Paper Snips [103579] $11.00

Simply Shammy [147042] $8.50

Bone Folder [102300] $7.00

Take Your Pick [144107] $10.00

Rhinestone Basic Jewels [144220]

$6.00

Black Stampin' Dimensionals Combo

Pack [150893] $6.00

Mini Glue Dots [103683] $5.25

Multipurpose Liquid Glue [110755]

$4.00

Project Recipe:

1. Start with a Smoky Slate cardstock card base. Cut a Metallic & Shimmer Specialty paper panel and then die cut a frame

window into the center with the Fabulous Frames dies. Die cut a Basic Black cardstock frame with the Fabulous Frames dies.

Cut a piece of Basic Black cardstock and die cut the tree scene into it with the Grove dies. Use Stampin' Seal to add the tree

scene to the back of the Metallic & Shimmer Specialty paper panel so that the trees show through the window. Then use

glue to add the Metallic & Shimmer Specialty panel to the the card base (but don't add glue to the trees).

2. Add Black Stampin' Dimensionals (cut into small strips for the sides) to the Basic Black cardstock frame and add it to the

card front so it fits around the window tree scene. Die cut a Silver Foil Specialty paper moon with the Scary Silhouette dies.

Use glue to add the moon to the tree scene by tucking it behind a tree. Use the Stamparatus to stamp the trick-or-treaters

image from the Scary Cute stamp set in Memento Black ink on Basic White cardstock so you get a dark image. Fussy cut out

the image with paper snips and then use Black Stampin' Dimensionals to add the image to the card front within the window

tree scene slightly tucking in the bottom of the image to the bottom of the tree scene. Die cut Basic Black cardstock bats

with the Scary Silhouette dies and use glue dots to add them to the card front overlapping the moon.

3. Stamp the sentiment from the Scary Cute stamp set in Memento Black ink on Basic White cardstock. Punch out the

sentiment with the Best Label punch. Use glue to add the sentiment to the bottom right of the card front slightly tucked into

the frame. Add Wink of Stella to the trick-or-treater's bags and rhinestones around the right sides of the frame for sparkle.
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4. Don't forget to add a Basic White cardstock inside panel to write your message. Stamp the sentiment from the Scary Cute

stamp set and add a strip of Metallic & Shimmer Specialty paper to the inside and back of the card to pull the theme

through.


